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Abstract:

I conducted a survey of archived observations taken from 2821 stellar targets by the

HARPS spectroscope for potential signatures of lasers from extraterrestrial civilizations.

The HARPS instrument examines light across a spectral range of 378-691 nanometers

down to a resolution of .01 angstroms–allowing for high wavelength range and

sensitivity across the optical spectrum which makes it an ideal instrument for optical

SETI surveys. This search operates under the premise that such lasers would be

distinct from their stellar spectral background and appear as anomalously narrow

emission lines. We develop an algorithm designed to search for statistically significant

spikes at least 3.5 standard deviations above the median flux in each wavelength

window. Using an initial sample set of 100 stars, we established a classification system

as well as methodologies for ruling out a number of types of false positives, including

cosmic rays, bleedthrough from the calibration lamp, night sky airglow lines from the

Earth’s own atmosphere, and large clusters of emission lines which are likely the

product of natural stellar activity and flaring. Our project split into two separate

approaches–The Broad Search of one observation of each star in the 2821 star target

list designed to detect constant lighthouse-like beacons, and a Deep Search of all

observations of each star for more intermittent sources. The Deep Search is ongoing.

The Broad Search is complete, and we investigated all 294 candidates our algorithm

detected in all 2821 spectra, covering the entire range of stars. Of all 294 all candidates,

29.3% appeared to be in clusters indicative of natural emission lines, possibly from

flaring activity. Cosmic rays were the most common type of false positives, accounting

for 47.6% of all candidates. Bleedthrough from the calibration lamp accounted for 2.4%
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of all candidates and 3.1% of candidates were night sky atmospheric airglow lines which

evaded the algorithm’s filters. Finally, 17.7% of all candidates remain unexplained and

warrant further investigation as potential signatures of extraterrestrial lasers.

Part I: Background

2a. Theoretical Underpinnings of Optical SETI

The Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence is predominantly a search for

electromagnetic signals that defy natural astrophysical explanations--particularly those

intentionally sent by sentient organisms. The majority of large scale SETI searches

concentrate on surveying radio wavelengths. One major advantage of this is the fact

that given their long wavelengths, radio waves can pass largely unobstructed through

planetary atmospheres and the interstellar medium. By contrast, shorter wavelengths

will often scatter and disperse due to their interactions with gas and dust along their

paths. [1.]

However, a closer analysis reveals a compelling alternative to radio signals for

interstellar communication: optical lasers. Lasers can transmit data at substantially

higher rates than radio, upwards of 10^12 bits per second. Moreover, a narrowly

collimated laser beam has lower leakage, which yields greater efficiency and (if such a

thing is a concern among prospective alien civilizations) privacy. [2.] Unfortunately, this

would also lower the probability of such a signal being intercepted and requires the

laser to be beamed in the Earth’s direction at a time synchronous with the Earth
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transiting its path and the time of observation. Radio SETI also contends with this

problem, but to a lesser extent.

However, because the light is monochromatic and concentrated into a narrow

wavelength band, a laser could outshine a star within the confines of that specific

frequency within its overall spectrum. It is precisely this principle which forms the basis

of my observational program. Stellar spectra are usually dominated by absorption lines,

where particular wavelengths are absorbed by the star's atmosphere, but a laser would

create a narrow emission line, brighter than the star's background light. [2.] Such

anomalies may be lurking in existing spectral data, and could be discovered through

data mining algorithms.

That same principle also allows for some informed speculation on the purpose of

these hypothetical lasers. In Section 2e, I calculate that in order to outshine the parent

star and be detected by our algorithm, the laser would have to have a minimum power

in the Kilowatt or Megawatt range (though as explained in Section 2e, there’s

considerable variation as a function of distance and background intensity of the parent

star). Therefore, this particular search program assumes lasers with sufficient power for

interplanetary or interstellar communications--distances and scales which would

necessitate high energy/high strength signals to mitigate signal degradation from the

inverse square law.
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Alternatively, higher powered laser systems may also be used for lightsail propulsion for

interstellar craft--a mechanism in which a thin sheet of highly reflective metal is pushed

by the  momentum of photons provided by an external laser array to relativistic

velocities. [3.] A previous SETI proposal [4.] suggested searching for leakage radiation

from light sail propulsion systems–leakage referring to the fact that this proposed search

program would be able to detect radiation from lightsail launch systems not directly

aimed at Earth. It should be noted that this proposed search is in the microwave region,

as that is the same wavelength domain that of the authors is planning to use for the

Breakthrough Starshot program (a current project which ultimately aims to accelerate a

nanoscale craft to 20% the speed of light on a trajectory bound for proxima centauri) [5.].

However, there’s no reason why such a search could not be extended to optical

wavelengths.

Alternatively, the lasers could be used to transport power from one source to

another. In his seminal paper, Freeman Dyson speculated that extraterrestrial

civilizations may build large structures around their parent stars to harvest their energy

[6.]--basically wrapping their sun in solar panels. If such a structure existed and the

extraterrestrials in question wanted to beam the power it generated from one location to

another (for example, from the structure collecting the power to an outpost or base in

the same solar system using it), a laser might be the most efficient way to do so.

Similarly, high power lasers could also be used as directed energy systems for planetary

defense to deflect or destroy incoming asteroids which pose a threat to that civilization's

home planet. [7.] In all of the aforementioned cases, such lasers would carry
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considerable energy--and therefore, if one happened to be in the Earth’s line of sight at

the right time, HARPS may have captured it and our algorithm may be sufficiently

sensitive to flag it as a candidate detection.

All of this speculation about the possible purpose of the lasers only results from

a selection effect. This particular search is biased toward finding lasers of high power

because they are the likeliest to be detected by the tools available to this project. It does

not mean that lower powered laser transmissions could not also be found in this

data--just that I would not necessarily be able to find them with the detection thresholds

demanded by my algorithm (see Section 2e).

The technology required for both interstellar laser communications networks and

photon sail propulsion is well within the established laws of physics and already in the

process of being developed here on Earth. It bears mentioning that on a galactic

timescale, the Earth is relatively young–4.5 billion years old as compared to the Milky

Way’s age of 10 billion years. According to one study, the average Earth-sized terrestrial

planet is estimated to be 1.8 billion years older than the Earth[9.], and human civilization

has only existed for a fraction of that time. Therefore, it is reasonable to speculate that

extraterrestrial civilizations hailing from planets older than the Earth may have already

mastered and implemented this technology–even when accounting for the argument

that the evolution of intelligent life may take longer to evolve on said planets than it did

on Earth.
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2b. Fundamentals of Stellar Spectroscopy

Figure 1: Illustrations of light passing through a prism or hitting a diffraction grating and

being split by wavelength into a full spectrum, which is the fundamental concept behind

spectroscopy. [10.]

The basic principle of spectroscopy works by splitting light into its constituent

wavelengths. The light hits a ‘diffraction grating’--a surface which scatters the light by

wavelength. By observing which wavelengths are emitted or absorbed, astronomers can

get vital information about the elemental composition of the object in question. Certain

chemicals leave ‘fingerprints’ in the spectrum--either via gaps that suggest lower energy

gas absorbing and re-emitting the light from a higher energy source, or emission
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lines--specific frequencies released by excited electrons trying to stabilize themselves

by releasing energy in the form of photons.

There are three categories of spectral features from astronomical objects:

continuous, emission, and absorption.   These three fundamental types of spectral

profiles follow from Kirchhoff’s laws of radiation:

1. A continuous spectrum, which arises from an unobstructed hot compact source

such as the core of a star or a fluorescent bulb. In this case, continuous means

that it will emit radiation at all wavelengths, though not with an equal distribution.

The temperature of this object will directly determine the wavelength at which the

majority of its flux emanates.[11.]

2. An absorption spectrum. This occurs when a cloud of a relatively cooler material

stands directly in the path between a compact hot source emitting a continuous

spectrum and an observer. As light from the compact source passes through the

cloud, energy is absorbed by the cooler atoms at particular wavelengths. In turn,

the energy is reradiated omnidirectionally, dispersing it in more directions than it

would have been had the light traveled unobstructed. Thus, for a given observer

it appears as though there are gaps in the light due to the fact that less of it

reaches said observer. Within stars, the compact source is the core of the star,

while the relatively cooler cloud which causes the absorption features is the
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stellar atmosphere through which the light must pass before reaching any

observers external to the star. [11.]

3. An emission spectrum. This typically occurs as the result of a hot, diffuse plasma.

Continuous spectra are created when emitted photons are forced to collide into

each other, resulting in various forms of interference and scattering which

disperse the energy across the entire spectrum. In contrast, emissions spectra

are created in a more diffuse hot source, where photons are free to travel

unimpeded at whichever frequencies the excited atoms emitted them at, leading

to a spectrum of isolated emissions at discrete wavelengths. [11.]

Figure 2–an illustration of  the generation of continuous, absorption, and emission

spectrums. [12.]
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All of this is relevant to this project because of the basic rationale behind distinguishing

between light from a star and light from lasers constructed by extraterrestrials orbiting

said star. As a star’s core acts as the compact hot source generating a continuous

spectrum, it must pass through the relatively cooler atmosphere of the star before

embarking on its trajectory to an external observer.

Thus, the majority of a stellar spectrum would appear as an absorption spectrum. The

lasers would show up as anomalous emission lines, distinct from the absorption

features surrounding them[2.]. However, there’s also the issue that in some cases, the

star will produce natural emission lines of its own. In some stars, the corona can

essentially act as the hot diffuse plasma which generates the emission lines. [13.] This

can particularly become a problem when a star is flaring or undergoing a coronal mass

ejection. [14.] Therefore, from the standpoint of stellar spectroscopy the technical problem

underlying this project can be stated as follows: construct an algorithm which can

search stellar spectra for anomalous spikes of energy which may be emission lines from

lasers, while simultaneously distinguishing potential lasers from the star’s naturally

occurring emission lines.
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1C. Background on the HARPS Instrument:

Figure 3–the HARPS instrument. [15.]

HARPS (High Accuracy Radial Planet Searcher) is a high resolution spectrograph,

primarily used to search for exoplanets by detecting the doppler shifts caused by the

gravitational wobble of their parent star (down to velocities as small as 1 m/s). [15.]
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Figure 4: An illustration of the principle underlying the radial velocity method of

exoplanet detection. [16.]

As a planet orbits a star, the star gravitationally pulls on the planet--and because any

action has an equal and opposite reaction, the planet pulls back. This causes the star to

wobble back and forth around the center of mass of the star-planet system. As a

consequence, the light from the star undergoes a doppler shift, going from longer to

shorter wavelengths as the star moves further away or closer towards the Earth along

our line of sight. Because the star is so much larger than the planet, these

wobbles/doppler shifts are subtle and require sensitive instruments. [17.]

To maintain accuracy and avoid spurious shifts from thermal or air fluctuations, the

HARPS instrument is sealed in a vacuum.  It is fed by two optical fibers: One for

collecting the starlight itself, and the other for synchronously recording a reference

spectrum. It has a range of 378 nm-691 nm spread across two CCD chips. Due to a

small gap between the chips, there’s a gap in coverage. Therefore, the spectrograph

cannot observe wavelengths between 530 and 533 nm–one possible implication being

that any potential lasers transmitting in that range of wavelengths would be missed by

this survey. Using a G2V type star with Absolute Visual Magnitude = 6 observed at a 1

minute integration time, HARPS is found to have a signal to noise ratio of 110 per pixel

at 500 nm.[15.]
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For the purpose of radial velocity planet detections, HARPS uses a special type of

spectroscopy--an echelle grating, which operates using the principle illustrated in the

diagram below:

Figure 5–illustration of the principle behind echelle spectroscopy. [18.]

For a long time, standard spectrographs had a major limitation: when the light gets split

into its constituent wavelengths, it can still be difficult to distinguish one individual

wavelength from the other. Before the invention of echelle spectroscopy, spectrographs

had to operate within a careful trade-off between bandwidth covered and spectral

resolution. [19.]

Incoming light hits a standard diffraction grating--but then hits another grating placed

parallel to it. The secondary ‘echelle’ grating allows the spectrometer to further split the
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light and resolve a spectrum initially created by the standard one. The light splits into

two orthogonal directions, both x and y--so the ccd catches it as a 2 Dimensional

pattern. [19.] This is what gives HARPS its high resolution and range, allowing it to

examine light down to a wavelength resolution  of 1/100th of an Angstrom, or a spectral

resolution of 120,000.[15.] Indeed, the purpose and design of HARPS makes it ideal for

an archival optical laser SETI survey--the resolution required to detect a planet by the

radial velocity method would make it sensitive to monochromatic emissions.

Figure 6–a CCD frame from the HARPS instrument. Each column represents a ‘spectral

order’, or section of the spectrum which represents a portion of the spectrum coming

from the star. Careful visual inspection revealed 46 on the blue plate, and 26 on the red

plate. [15.]
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The CCD is split into two separate plates, each covering a portion of HARPS’

wavelength range.

Figure 7–a schematic of a standard HARPS raw frame with the arrow indicating

increasing wavelength/decreasing frequency. [20.]

The  two CCD plates (dubbed “Jasmine” and “Linda”) do not have a consistent

conversion factor to go from wavelengths in the reduced spectra to positions on the raw

images (i.e., “100 angstroms per spectral order” or something akin to that). [20..] To

determine whether a spectral peak is a real signal originating from the star/from a laser

transmitter in space and not a cosmic ray, we must be able to correlate CCD pixel

coordinates with spectral wavelengths. For this purpose, the HARPS user manual

provides two tables (one for each CCD chip). They are shown in Tables 1 and 2 on the

next page.
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Table 1–Wavelength ranges and their corresponding spectral orders for longer

wavelength Red CCD, nicknamed “Jasmine” in the HARPS Instrument Description. [20.]
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Table 2–Wavelength ranges and their corresponding spectral orders for the shorter

wavelength Blue plate, nicknamed “Linda”. [20.]
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Part II: Methodology

2a. Target Selection and Population Of Stars:

The HARPS database is expansive, and includes myriads of observing campaigns not

only of stars for exoplanets, but many other astrophysical objects completely outside the

scope  of this project. These include solar system objects such as asteroids and the

Jovian moons, as well as more distant astrophysical exotica such as quasars and

supernovae.[21.] It is conceivable that whether through interstellar probes or colonies,

advanced extraterrestrial civilizations may not be constrained only to solar systems and

planets.[22.] Indeed, much of the speculation in present day SETI discourse points in the

direction that much intelligent life throughout the universe may be post-biological

machine intelligence and AI, which may make limiting a SETI search to planets and

solar systems habitable to biological beings an overly anthropocentric assumption. [23.]

However, it should also be noted that there are many unknown variables at play, and

such speculations may also be anthropocentric in that they extrapolate technological

trends toward machine intelligence on Earth which may not readily apply to the rest of

the cosmos.

Regardless, this particular search focuses its scope on stars and solar systems, and

therefore, the only spectra relevant to it are those which come from stars and were

primarily taken to search for exoplanets using the radial velocity method. However, for

aforementioned reasons, we found it overly anthropocentric to constrain our search to

solar systems like our own with sunlike stars, systems with potentially habitable

exoplanets, or any other habitability based constraints. To summarize: we are only
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interested in stellar spectra, but of any spectral type and regardless of whether or not it

may have habitable planets.

After finishing initial prototypes of the algorithm, the next question became how to select

a sample of observational targets. This was a particularly pressing problem because the

HARPS archive is designed for exoplanet searches of individual stars/from particular

observing campaigns, not for a large-scale survey of every star ever observed by the

instrument. Thankfully, another group (Trifonov et. al) created a sub database of the

HARPS archive exclusively focused on stellar observations for the purpose of radial

velocity searches for exoplanets. [21.]

Because the radial velocity method requires multiple observations to provide a basis of

comparison, this target list excludes any stars observed less than three times. Also, the

target list/database was compiled in 2019, and may be missing stars which were

observed since then. However, it still includes 212,000 observations of 2,821

stars[21.]–giving us a list of targets covering a majority of stars observed by the HARPS

instrument across numerous observing campaigns. The list also included distances in

parsecs from our own solar system to each star, as well as their respective spectral

types.

This project only examines reduced spectra, in other words using processed rather than

raw data. This is to avoid many false positives which may arise in uncalibrated data, as

well as allowing for a simpler algorithm to analyze it.[24.]
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Figure 8: Scatter chart of the stellar population of the target list. Stellar Distances

(y-axis) are given in Parsecs. The Temperatures (x-axis) are in units of Kelvin.

As can be seen in the above scatter, this search covers stars of a range of

temperatures/spectral types–however, generally cooler stars of types F, G, K, and M

with surface temperatures less than 7000 Kelvin are the most represented.[21.] This is

partially a selection effect owing to the priorities of the HARPS instrument–planetary

systems are likely to form around mid-size to mid-temperature stars than blue giants,

and are therefore the main stars observed by astronomers searching for exoplanets.

The Y-axis also shows the distances to each star–the vast majority of which are a

distance of 500 parsecs or less. [21.] This places the majority of observational targets in
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our galactic neighborhood, comfortably within the Orion Arm of the Milky Way.[25.] This is

advantageous for the detection of lasers, as it means any signals would be coming from

distances where they may still be sufficiently bright enough to detect by the time they

arrived on Earth. However, it also means that we are only searching a miniscule portion

of the Orion Arm, which itself is a miniscule portion of the Milky Way’s total 32,000

Parsec edge to edge diameter.

Part 2b: Constructing the Algorithm

When determining what constitutes a potential signal from ETI and what constitutes

noise, two useful guidelines to use are the Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) of the

candidate signal/incident light, as well as the Point Spread Function (PSF) of the

HARPS instrument.

Figure 9: An Illustration of the  Full Width Half Maximum. Light hitting the edge of the

telescope’s aperture would be diffracted/scattered in such a way that it is spread across
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a specific number of pixels, a minimum value below which any candidate detected by

the algorithm is likely to have originated inside of the instrument. [26.]

PSF (Point Spread Function) allows us to place a lower limit on the possible pixel width

of any signal. The Point Spread Function of a spectroscope operates on the principle

that as light enters the aperture of the instrument, some of it would experience

diffraction and get scattered, and therefore spread across multiple pixels. This minimum

pixel spread comprises the minimum width of any light that actually arrived from space

and entered the instrument from the outside. Otherwise, it could well be a false positive

(see “Eliminating  False Positives” item #2 for a more in depth explanation on this). [27.]

For the purpose of detecting a laser, we would be searching for light sources with a

FWHM near the PSF of the HARPS instrument.

Both when interpreting our results and creating the initial algorithm, another important

consideration was always the question of sensitivity. If we demand a higher threshold

for the signal to be above the background, we risk losing potential candidate signals

which fall below that threshold, narrowing the scope of our search and thus possibly

missing the detection of an extraterrestrial laser signal. On the other hand, if the

algorithm is too sensitive then any detection becomes more ambiguous and likelier to to

be simply random  noise misinterpreted as signal. Because the power with which alien

civilizations may be transmitting is currently entirely unknown, there’s no way to

objectively decide the signal criteria beyond a few basic parameters--ensuring there is
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high statistical confidence in every candidate, and using the Point Spread Function

(PSF) as a defined lower limit.

The next step was to design an algorithm to carry out the search. The algorithm must be

able to conduct its search by executing the following steps[28.][29.][30.]:

1. It must examine each spectrum at every wavelength and quantitatively establish

what could be considered a typical amount of flux (expressed in photons per

pixel) for the star at that region of the spectrum. This is to provide a baseline of

comparison that allows us to say what the star in that range of wavelength

“normally” looks like, and therefore be able to spot anomalous energy spikes that

are a certain number above it.

We achieved this by creating a running median function. Essentially, the running

median finds the median flux over a set range of data points (say, 1-100). It then

shifts that window over by one data point (say, 2-101), and then calculates it

again. And so on, until the window has covered every wavelength/data point.

This allows us to know the median or typical flux for every range of wavelengths

across the entire spectrum. In terms of how many pixels said window would

cover, we used the pixel-to-wavelength conversion of the HARPS instrument,

found to be .01 Angstroms per pixel upon examination of the wavelength data.

The running median is taken over a range wide enough to smooth away

absorption lines and many natural stellar emission lines, but narrow enough to
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minimize the amount of data that must be discarded at the extreme ends of the

spectrum, where the median cannot be calculated. Setting this window to 100

pixels or 1 angstrom minimizes the amount of discarded wavelengths at the

extreme ends of the spectrum while still effectively providing a sufficiently

smoothed baseline of comparison.  Minimizing the discarded wavelengths

ensures that the search has as few gaps in its wavelength coverage as possible.

The code underlying this process is given below:

def running_median(arr1, window_size):
fluxes = np.array(arr1)
median_iterations = len(arr1) - window_size + 1
running_median = []
for i in range(0, median_iterations):

start = i
end = i + window_size
running_median.append(np.median(fluxes[start:end]))

return(running_median)

2. With the baseline of comparison established in step one, the next step is to take

the raw spectrum and look for the data points (corresponding to individual pixels

on the CCD) which have a flux sufficiently above the median by directly

comparing the original raw spectrum to the running median. To place our results

in terms of sigma confidence, the threshold is established by finding a running

standard deviation–a similar concept to the running median, but taking the

standard deviation over the same window as the running median and multiplying

it by the threshold value. The code for the running standard deviation function is

given below:

def running_standarddev(arr1, stwindow):
import numpy as np
fluxes = np.array(arr1)
standard_iterations = len(arr1) - stwindow + 1
running_stdeviation = []
for i in range(0, standard_iterations):
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start = i
end = i + stwindow
running_stdeviation.append(np.std(fluxes[start:end]))

return(running_stdeviation)

In other words, the algorithm looks for pixels which have a flux 3.5 standard

deviations above the median flux in that wavelength range. We wanted to keep

this as low as possible without demanding technologically impossible power

requirements on the part of the prospective laser’s sender, hence why we chose

a 3.5 sigma–meaning that these points are in the 99.98 percentile. The odds of

one pixel’s worth of random noise rising above the 3.5 sigma threshold by

chance is 0.02%, but the odds of four in a row rising to that level is far less. If the

pixel values were causally independent , the probability would be (.0002)^4 = 1 in

10^15. However, this is an oversimplification because whichever event caused a

given signal would lead to a causal dependence, so the probability of 4 pixels in

a row above the threshold by random chance is slightly higher than that–but still

vanishingly small. Suffice it to say, this algorithm did not seem to find any signals

consistent with misinterpreted random noise.

3. Then, it must count how many pixels in a row show a flux above the threshold

established in step 2. If there are too few (less than the minimum and therefore

likely to be a cosmic ray or statistical noise), the candidate is thrown out. If there

are too many (greater than the maximum--and therefore likely to be a natural

emission line or an artifact of  the running median function), the candidate is also

thrown out. If the pixel count is within the right range, then all of those pixels are

flagged as being part of a potential candidate.
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The HARPS instrument itself is known to have a point spread function of

approximately 4.1 pixels [20.], so we demand that any given spike have 4 pixels in

a row that are at least 3.5 standard deviations above the median flux,

corresponding to .04 angstroms of wavelength displaying a flux above the

threshold. The maximum pixel count is set to 60 pixels, or slightly over half of the

pixels in each running median window, corresponding to 0.6 angstroms of

wavelength with flux at or above the threshold. The running median filter

smooths out any spikes narrower than about half the width of the median

window.  It is ineffective at removing features wider than that, so the peak

detector would not see any difference between raw spectrum and median-filtered

spectrum–leading to spurious detections as a result. To circumvent this problem,

the upper limit is set to half of the running median window.

The python code for the spike search algorithm is shown below:

def seti_spike_analyzer(arr1, min_count = 4, max_count = 8,
threshold_multiplier = 3.5, cosmic_ray_threshold = 1.5, stwindow = 101,
window_size = 101):

continuum = running_median(arr1, window_size) #calculates the running
median

count = 0 #we set the count variable
import numpy as np
flux_threshold = np.array(running_standarddev(arr1, stwindow)) *

(threshold_multiplier) #Calculates the running standard deviation and generates
the threshold

hits_start = []
hits_end = []
prohibited_wavelengths = list(range(179450, 179650)) + list(range(251750,

251950)) + list(range(210750, 210950)) + list(range(258150, 258350)) +
list(range(141550, 141750)) + list(range(141750, 141950)) + list(range(211350,
211550))

for i in range(50,len(continuum) - 50):
if arr1[i] >= continuum[i - 50] + flux_threshold[i - 50]: #Compares

spectrum to the continuum generated by the running median function and the
threshold generated by the running standard deviation
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count += 1
else:

if (count >= min_count) and (count <= max_count):
if i not in prohibited_wavelengths:

hits_start.append(i-count)
hits_end.append(i)

count = 0
print(hits_start, hits_end)
return hits_start, hits_end, count

The same process shown in Figure 10 below in flowchart form:

Figure 10–Flowchart displaying the overall process of the spike searcher algorithm.
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To visualize the overall principle behind the algorithm, a representative example from a

candidate signal near Proxima Centauri is displayed in Figure 11 below.

Figure 11–a representative candidate signal from Proxima Centauri (later found to be

part of a family of natural stellar emission lines–see Section 3a). The running median is

represented by the orange line. The raw spectrum is represented by the blue line, with

each dot representing an individual pixel within the spectrum, equivalent to .01

angstroms of wavelengths. The 3.5 sigma threshold is represented by the green line.

Notably, the leftmost spike has less than 4 pixels above the threshold, and so was not

flagged by the algorithm as a candidate signal. The rightmost spike has more than 4

pixels above the threshold, and so was flagged by the algorithm as a candidate signal.

Part 2b: Eliminating False Positives

In Part 2a, we created an algorithm that can detect statistically anomalous spikes in the

spectral data, but it does not yet filter out spurious non-detections and false positives.

To investigate the types of false positives present in the data, we ran an initial test on all
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observations of the first 100 stars in our target list and performed follow up

investigations on the candidate signals it returned. This had two strategic

purposes–first, to begin the search and cover some stars. Secondly,  to make the

algorithm more discerning and capable of weeding out false positives before applying it

to a large-scale search by getting a clearer sense of what those false positives are and

how the algorithm could be taught to ignore them.

These categories are listed below, in descending order of how often they appeared in

our initial test run.

1. Night Sky/’’Airglow” Emission Lines caused by high energy plasma and radiation

from solar winds interacting with the atmosphere. Most of the solar wind

bombarding our planet accumulates at the geomagnetic poles in the form of the

aurora--but a few of those particles can strike the atmosphere at lower altitudes

(or higher, in the case of the Southern Hemisphere--which is where the HARPS

spectroscope is actually located). These interactions result in the release of

energy as emission lines which could show up in HARPS spectra as a false

signal [31.]

In our initial 100 star test run, we noticed an overwhelming prevalence of hits at

wavelength 5577 Angstroms, showing up in the majority of observations. The consistent

reappearance of this emission line across multiple stars and observations, as well as

the lack of any doppler shift from observation to observation both strongly suggested a
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terrestrial origin for the signal. Subsequent investigation revealed this to be a night sky

airglow line, specifically OI (Oxygen I)--corresponding to the green color associated with

the aurora borealis. [32.]

Figure 12: The OI emission line at 5577 Angstroms. Due to the fact that night sky

emission lines occur at relatively low temperatures and pressures compared to their

stellar counterparts, it appears as an anomalously narrow spike of energy close to the

HARPS instrumental PSF higher than the stellar background, in turn tricking the

algorithm.

To circumvent this as well as other night sky emission lines, we gave the algorithm a set

of forbidden indices to ignore as it conducted its search, corresponding to a one

angstrom window around wavelengths of prominent night sky emission lines.

Unfortunately, this means that any lasers transmitted at those wavelengths would not be
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detected–however, such detections would not be considered meaningful given the

regularity of night sky emission lines as well as how closely they resemble a laser’s

spectral line profile.

Element Wavelength

He 3889 Angstroms

H (Balmer) 4861 Angstroms

N2 5198, 5200 Angstroms

O1 5577 Angstroms

OI-III 6300 Angstroms, 6364 Angstroms

H (Balmer) 6563 Angstroms

Na (Sodium) 5890, 5896 Angstroms
Table 3: A  compendium of the wavelengths of night sky airglow lines which the

algorithm is trained to ignore. [33.]

Due to the fact that the source paper which we used to make this compendium gave the

wavelengths in nanometers rather than angstroms, as well as the fact that the HARPS

instrument differentiates the wavelengths down to 1/100th of an angstrom,

2. Cosmic rays and other high energy particles/radiation such as muons, cosmic

rays, gamma rays, etc. Every day, the Earth is bombarded with a constant stream

of elementary particles from beyond the solar system. It’s not exactly known

where they originate from, but the majority of prevailing hypotheses point to an

origin related to supernovae and other high energy astrophysical processes. 90%

of cosmic rays are thought to originate from atomic fragments of the two most
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common elements, hydrogen and helium. They typically appear as muons, as

well as the products of alpha and beta decay: isolated protons and electrons (as

a result of beta decay), and larger mass helium nuclei (as a result of alpha

decay). We first uncovered that these particles had a cosmic origin by sending

detectors upwards on balloons–notably, they rapidly increased in concentration

as the balloon got higher and higher in elevation into the atmosphere, which

implies that they must have come from space. However, it’s also important to

mention that many of the cosmic rays which we observe on the ground are not

the “primary” cosmic rays which arrive at the atmosphere from deep

space–rather, they are often shrapnel produced by collisions between the

primary cosmic rays and molecules in the upper atmosphere which then rain

down on lower levels of the atmosphere and onto the ground. [34.]

Such particles can collide with the CCD, scattering electrons and creating false

‘bright spots’ as a result. This is the primary reason why the PSF is used as a

lower limit on how many pixels the signal spreads across. Any light directly

passing through the aperture of the telescope will experience diffraction that will

scatter it to a minimum width equal to the instrument’s PSF. Anything below that

width is likely an elementary particle colliding with the CCD, which wouldn’t

experience diffraction, and which could pass through the instrument without

going through the aperture anyway. Many of these can be ruled out a priori by

the PSF lower limit, but in many cases cosmic rays and muons can slice through

multiple pixels at an angle, forming wormlike tracks in the raw CCD image. Such
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cases require manual labor–specifically, inspecting the raw CCD images to see if

there are visual signatures of the tracks at the location/spectral order

corresponding to the wavelength of the candidate detection. [30.]

Figure 13: a false “detection”. The surge of energy seen in the reduced spectrum

signifies a potential laser candidate--but it turned out to be caused by an

elementary particle, evidenced by the wormlike track it leaves as it slices through

the CCD. The track is not contained within the spectral order which represents

the incident light from the star–which is a clear sign that it must be a cosmic ray.

Even when using the point spread function as our guide, a large percentage of the

candidates signals returned did not originate from light entering the aperture of the

telescope. Given the high volume of cosmic rays, it became necessary to add another
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component to our algorithm which could make it more effective at recognizing them and

removing them from further consideration.

Figure 14–an example of a candidate detection which we later found to be a cosmic ray.

The candidate signal above reveals a characteristic of some cosmic ray hits which can

be used to sift them out. Noticeably, the spike represents an incongruous jump of

energy. The four pixels with energy above threshold value have none between said

threshold and noise/running median baseline, suggesting a cause in which energy is

imparted to them but not any of their neighboring pixels. Light being diffracted by the

telescope’s aperture would be more evenly distributed, scattered similarly to a Gaussian

curve. To illustrate this principle, it is instructive to compare Figure 14 with Figure 12.

Figure 12 shows a natural airglow emission line, in which signal strength rises smoothly

from the background to the top of the peak. Meanwhile, Figure 14 shows a sudden and

incongruous leap of energy from the background to the peak.
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Therefore, we added an additional feature to the algorithm: a feature which counts

pixels with flux between 70% and 20% of the peak flux within a particular candidate

spike. If no such pixels are found, that suggests a sudden jump of energy indicative of a

cosmic ray (to confirm this, we tested it on several candidate signals, both ones which

we knew to be cosmic rays and ones with some other explanation). Thus, we added

another filter which our candidate signals have to pass through.

However, even after adding this extra filter which our candidate signals needed to pass

through, test runs still resulted in many cosmic rays passing as false positive lasers.

The next step was to devise a method to manually examine the raw CCD images for the

signature tracks which a cosmic ray would leave behind as it slices through the pixels.

We needed to find a method to do this which would both reduce the manual labor

involved and in doing so, the margin for human error.

To accomplish this goal, we got to work on a plotting function which could correlate the

wavelength in the reduced spectrum to a given band of stellar spectrum on the CCD

image, then provide a snapshot with a side by side comparison–allowing for quick and

effective analysis of the CCD image and an efficient means to search for cosmic ray

tracks by eye. My advisor Professor Goodman used my code base to develop an

improved version of this CCD plotting tool, and I ended up predominantly using his

version throughout the followup investigation/post search analysis phase of the project.
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The first component of this process takes in the wavelength at which a given candidate

signal was found. It then matches that wavelength to a given index/spectral order, first

checking to see which of the two CCD chips (“Linda” or “Jasmine”) the candidate signal

was received on. Once the signal is matched to the CCD chip which it was detected on,

the next step becomes matching the wavelength to the exact spot on that chip where it

was detected and plotting a window around this. To accomplish this goal, it was

necessary to account for a certain amount by which each spectral order was offset.

Linda and Jasmine each have a different amount by which their spectral orders are

offset.[35.] Once this offset is accounted for, the wavelength is matched to its spectral

order so that the plotting utility can then display a window around it such that cosmic ray

tracks can be visually discerned.

The CCD chip-matching and spectral locating aspects of this process outlined above

are achieved using the find_order function–the original python code for which is shown

below:

def find_order(lamb):  # lamb in nanometers
# Scan through wavelength list, find the index of the first start/end pair

that straddles lamb
ix = np.where([lamb > start and lamb < end for (start,end) in

zip(start_wavelength,end_wavelength)])[0][0]
if (lamb < 531): # Use "Linda", fits image #1

ccd=1
starty = y_spectral_locations[ix]+25  # Orders are offset from what's

claimed on
endy = y_spectral_locations[ix]+125

#https://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/lasilla/instruments/harps/inst/spec_form.ht
ml.

else: # use "Jasmin", fits image #2
ccd=2
starty = y_spectral_locations[ix]  # Different offsets for the two

chips
endy = y_spectral_locations[ix]+100

return(ccd,starty,endy, start_wavelength[ix],end_wavelength[ix])
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# Plot spectrum and CCD image file on the same figure.  spec filename and
rawfilename should be files already
# downloaded to the local computer.  This function plots one full spectral
order containing wavelength
# "lamb".   Countmin and count max are optional arguments describing the scale
of the spectral graph, and the color
# range of the CCD image.

Finally, this find_order function is then used within another function to produce a parallel

plot, with the reduced spectrum on top and the raw CCD image displayed on bottom for

easy comparison. An orange line is generated at the exact wavelength location in the

reduced spectrum where the spike is located, further streamlining the comparison

process. The final code for this plotting/visualization utility is shown below:

def
compare_spec_to_raw(specfilename,rawfilename,lamb,countmin=-1,countmax=-1):
# Open spectral and raw image files

specfits = fits.open(specfilename)
rawfits = fits.open(rawfilename)
wave = specfits[1].data[0][0]
arr1 = specfits[1].data[0][1]

# Find the spectral order for the desired wavelength so we can look at the
right part of the CCD

(ccd,starty,endy,lam_start,lam_end) = find_order(lamb)
im = rawfits[ccd].data

# Subplot: Upper panel shows spectrum, lower panel shows CCD image
plt.subplot(2,1,1)
if (countmin==-1):

countmin = np.mean(arr1)-2*np.std(arr1)  # Try to make plot axis limits
reasonable based on range of data

countmax = np.mean(arr1)+6*np.std(arr1)
plt.plot(wave,arr1)
plt.plot([lamb*10, lamb*10],[countmin, countmax],':')  # Plot a dotted line

showing the location of our spike
plt.xlim(lam_start*10+1,lam_end*10)  # nanometers to angstroms
plt.xlabel("Wavelength (Angstroms)")
plt.ylim([countmin,countmax])
plt.subplot(2,1,2)

plt.imshow(im.transpose(),vmin=countmin+np.min(im),vmax=countmax+np.min(im),asp
ect="auto")

plt.xlim(160,4096)
plt.xlabel("CCD pixels")
plt.gca().invert_xaxis()  # CCD image has wavelength in reverse order
plt.ylim(starty,endy)
plt.show()
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With this algorithm in place, we were able to dramatically expedite the process of using

analysis of CCD rawframes to investigate candidate signals. One such investigation

revealed another type of false positive, this one originating from the instrument itself.

3. Bleedthrough from the Calibration Lamp:

Another class of false positives uncovered by our investigation of  the raw plates was a

byproduct of a calibration lamp, normally used as a marker to denote the positions of

wavelengths in a given spectral order and therefore refine the accuracy of subsequent

measurements.

The raw frame of one such false positive caused by calibration lamp bleedthrough is

shown below:

Figure 15–the raw frame with the calibration lamp turned on, as visualized by a Matlab

program. The lighter blue columns represent bands of the stellar spectrum, each
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covering a range of wavelengths. The broad darker space between them represents the

space between each section of the stellar spectrum (referred to throughout this

document as the Spatial Dimension of the CCD). The bright spots next to the spectral

orders represent the calibration lamp.

The line profile as graphed by our plotting function revealed an important clue about the

signal’s origin. The reduced spectrum showed a spike near what appears to be a dip in

flux, or an absorption feature.   Zooming in on the spectral order on the raw CCD frame

corresponding to the wavelength where the algorithm detected the spike, we can clearly

deduce the cause (see Figure 16 below).

Figure 16:  Comparison between raw CCD image and reduced spectrum. We observe

that at the spot where the false positive candidate was detected by the algorithm,
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there’s a corresponding calibration lamp which is especially bright and bleeds into the

band of light from the star.

As we can see from the comparison between the raw spectrum and the reduced

spectrum above, the false “signal” was likely the result of light from the calibration lamp

accidentally bleeding into the stellar spectral order. We see not only that the light is

bright enough to bleed through, but also that there is a dark line–which is likely the

absorption feature visible in the reduced spectra. It is likely that the absorption feature

reduced the median flux within that window, therefore dropping the threshold and

causing the calibration lamp false alarm to slip through.

4. Emission lines from the various stellar types surveyed. Strong emission lines could

appear as narrowly concentrated surges of flux which exceed the detection threshold. In

their search for laser emissions from Proxima Centauri, Marcy et al [29.] found that

emission lines from the star were especially problematic for time domain studies of red

dwarfs.  They  noted that flaring activity can cause many narrow emission lines only

slightly wider than the PSF. However, natural emission lines are not limited to red

dwarfs--they occur  to varying extents in several of the spectral types. In other words,

they comprise a major class of false positives.

Stellar emission lines typically undergo thermal broadening--or in other words, the

energy gets spread across a wider range due to the heat which produced the light in the

first place. [36.]
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Figure 17: Distribution of energy in a non doppler broadened source as compared to the

energy distribution in a doppler broadened one (which could be taken to represent a

laser and a natural emission line respectively). As this figure illustrates, the non

broadened source is significantly narrower and would have a Full Width Half Maximum

near the instrument’s Point Spread Function.[37.]

This is due to the thermodynamic result  that higher temperature corresponds to greater

molecular/atomic motion. The faster the atoms and molecules in a system move, the

greater their temperature. As the atoms in the hot plasma of a star rapidly move, the

light they emit is doppler shifted. Cumulatively, as atoms of varying velocities produce

the same emission lines at different doppler shifts, the wavelengths of their combined

light interfere and ‘smear’ across a broader range of wavelengths--thus, natural

processes are unlikely to produce the narrow monochromatic signature of a laser given
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that laser light does not undergo thermal broadening. [36.] The width by which a signal is

broadened due to temperature/doppler broadening is given as in Equation 1 below

[38.]:

(EQ 1)

From the same physical relationships, we can deduce that the spectral signature of

night sky airglow lines would a bear striking resemblance to that of a laser–compared to

the pressures and temperatures in stars, the pressure/temperature of the Earth’s

atmosphere is negligible–and thus, night sky emission lines appear narrow and (due to

how close they are to the telescope) very bright. In the case of the green OI emission

line at 5577 Angstroms, there is another reason it masquerades so effectively as a laser

which is directly tied to the physics behind it: emission of the green OI emission line

often involves metastable quantum states [39.], a physical phenomenon rare in the

formation of natural emissions but fundamental to the function of lasers[40.].

From the physics of doppler broadening, two possible strategies emerge for how to

construct an algorithm to search for laser emissions–both of which have been attempted

in prior studies of this nature. In the strategy taken by Lipman et. al during their optical

SETI  study of KIC 8462852 [30.], there would be an upper limit on the  bandwidth of any

candidate to those that are spatially unresolved--signals that are too narrow to be

natural. In such a search protocol, the PSF would serve not just as the lower limit of

signal bandwidth, but also as a major determinant of the upper limit. However, this
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would rule out potential candidates. If a series of laser transmissions were to be

intercepted such that they overlap, it would result in a “smearing” effect such that it

could make it falsely appear as a broadband emission. Therefore, if any ETI happened

to transmit such a smeared series, such a candidate would also be excluded from

consideration a-priori. On the other hand,  stellar emission lines would not be nearly as

prevalent as  false positives, and therefore any wavelength covered by HARPS would

be eligible for the search.

In the other strategy adopted by Tellis and Marcy[28.], the instrumental PSF is used as a

lower limit on bandwidth, but there is no upper limit. This would open the possibility of

detecting the aforementioned smeared series of signals...but also keep natural emission

lines as a major source of potential false positives. If aliens transmitted at the same

wavelength as  any  commonly occuring stellar emission line, such signals would have

to be ignored and removed from further consideration a priori.

After much careful deliberation, we ultimately chose a strategy more like the first

one-maximizing the possible wavelengths covered by our search while minimizing the

ambiguity of any candidate signals detected by using a defined upper limit on the width

of a spike instead of telling our algorithm to ignore a bunch of wavelengths. After all, a

broadened emission line from a star which seems chemically out of place could always

be explainable as an anomalous bit of natural stellar chemistry. However, that would not

readily apply to an unnaturally narrow signal at any given wavelength. Because night

sky/airglow lines bear such a close resemblance to what a laser would look like, those
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wavelengths are ruled out a-priori (see relevant section). It is also important to note that

attempting to rule out stellar emission lines a priori merely by telling the algorithm to

ignore given wavelengths becomes problematic when one factors in doppler shifts,

which will vary depending on each individual star’s motion. We did use this strategy for

night sky airglow lines, but in that case it’s different because such phenomena originate

within Earth’s atmosphere, so doppler shifts would not be a factor.

2d. Quantifying the Algorithm’s Detection Sensitivity

How powerful would a laser have to be for our algorithm to detect it? This is an

important question. SETI is a needle in a haystack search based on unknown

parameters--so in the event of a null result, it’s important to quantify that null result so

that possible future searches of the same or different data can adjust their thresholds

accordingly. For this purpose, Lipman et al derived a series of equations which can

quantitatively answer this question and gauge the minimum power a laser would have to

output in order for our algorithm to detect it and distinguish it from the background noise

of the star in each particular region of the spectrum. [30.] It should be noted that there are

many assumptions and simplifications involved. For example, we do not know the

diameter of the aperture of the laser’s transmitter (in these calculations, we assume it to

be 10 meters). It is only meant as a benchmark approximation to demonstrate whether

or not the algorithm is sensitive enough to detect lasers of a power output that is

possible with current day technologies.
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To visualize the laser’s path from the source transmitter in space to the Earth, a sketch

is provided in Figure 18 below.

Figure 18:  A sketch of the laser beam as a function of distance. (Theta/2) is the

opening angle of the laser. D is the distance between the laser and Earth, and Al is the

laser’s circular cross sectional area after traveling the distance D and being dispersed

by the inverse square law.

First, we calculate the total flux per unit area within the spot projected by the laser upon

its arrival to Earth, after being dispersed by the inverse square law.

(EQ 1)

Where Ll is the luminosity of the laser, and Al a circular cross sectional area of the

beam by the time it reaches Earth.

(EQ 2)

Where r is the radius of Al (due to the inverse square law spreading the radiation, this

will be on the order of Astronomical Units). We express r in terms of the opening angle
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of the telescope–theta, and the distance between the star where the hypothetical laser

is being transmitted from and the Earth where it is being received, expressed here as D.

(EQ 3)

Theta can be expressed as:

(EQ 4)

Where the equation for theta (including the 1.22 factor) emerges from the diffraction

limit.[40.], and dl is the diameter of the laser transmitter (assumed in our calculation to be

10 meters).

We combine equation 2, 3, and 4 to arrive at a complete definition of Al:

(EQ 5)

Which we can now plug into Equation 1 to get a complete definition of Fl.

(EQ 6)

Next, we put Fl in terms of the Nl, or the number of photons received from the laser at

Earth. Since Fl is in units and watts is energy per unit time, we can find Nl by

obtaining the energy per photon and then dividing it out.

We know that for a photon,
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(EQ 7)

Applying Eq 7 to our definition of Nl:

(EQ 8)

Solving for Nl and simplifying:

(EQ 9)

Next, we introduce the observing telescope. We introduce Ad, or the area of the

receiving telescope to find an expression for how many of the laser’s photons the

spectroscope receives.

(EQ 10)

The number of photons the spectroscope collects will also depend on the time during

which it collects them. Additionally, how many of those photons make it into the final

spectrum will also depend on the instrumental efficiency (more on that shortly).

Factoring in exposure time and instrumental efficiency:

(EQ 10)

Next, we solve for Ll to obtain a definition of the laser’s luminosity.

(EQ 11)
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We now have an equation to calculate how powerful an interstellar laser would need to

be detected by HARPS and picked up by our algorithm. However, before performing our

calculation on some example signals, we must find all the relevant constants.

Firstly, we know:

And:

Since HARPS collects light from a 3.6 meter telescope [19.], the area of the receiving

telescope’s aperture is given as:

Next, we must account for instrumental efficiency. This will vary for each range of

wavelengths. From the HARPS user manual, below is given in Table 4 below:

Table 4–Efficiencies of the HARPS instrument by wavelength range.
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Notably, for each wavelength range column there are multiple efficiencies listed, each of

which correspond to a different moment of loss during the incident light’s journey from

deep space to being recorded by the CCD. Listed chronologically:

1. Photons must pass through the Earth’s atmosphere, and then through the

aperture of the telescope. This is accounted for by the “Tele + atmosphere”

efficiency in the first row.

2. Once in the telescope, the photons must pass through a narrow slit to enter the

echelle spectroscope. This is accounted for by the “slit” efficiency in the second

row.

3. The photons must then pass through the echelle spectrograph. Several are lost

as they travel through the diffraction gratings, and more are lost as a

consequence of the various mirrors etc. This is accounted for by the “instrument”

efficiency in the third row.

4. Finally, whatever light remains is recorded by the photoreceptors in the two CCD

chips. These will have their own quantum efficiency which results in a further

loss.
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5. From all of these various efficiencies, we arrive at an aggregate efficiency for

each range of wavelengths. This is what I will be using for epsilon in my

calculations, as it accounts for all the relevant factors.

To get an order of magnitude sense as to how powerful a laser would have to be for my

algorithm to pick it up, we can perform the calculation set up by Equation 11 on two

candidate detections to provide a lower and upper limit benchmark on the algorithm’s

sensitivity–one contrasted against a dim star at a distance relatively close to Earth, the

other contrasted against a bright star at a distance relatively far from Earth. For

simplicity's sake, we assume a minute long exposure time–this will of course vary

considerably from observation to observation, but allows us to make a scalable order of

magnitude estimate.

First, for the spike detected from a relatively close and dim star (pictured below):
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Figure 19: Example detection used to quantify a lower benchmark for the algorithm’s sensitivity.

Follow up investigation revealed this is likely a cosmic ray rather than a laser–however, we can

still use it as an example to gauge the algorithm’s sensitivity because the algorithm did manage

to detect it.

Correlating it to its star of origin to obtain the distance in parsecs, using the threshold as an

approximate minimum photon count required for the algorithm to detect a candidate laser and

using the wavelength at which the spike was detected, we find:

Figure 20–a candidate signal competing against a flux threshold of approximately 15500

photons per pixel, from a star (BD-202976) at a distance from the Earth of 114 Parsecs.

Performing the same procedure as before:
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As we can see from these two benchmarks, the power thresholds demanded by the

algorithm will vary considerably from star to star and wavelength to wavelength.

However, as demonstrated in the theoretical background section, even the highest and

most energy intensive threshold for laser power shown here is within the limits of

current physics and engineering available on Earth–though this point becomes more

nuanced when we consider the question of a pulsed vs. continuous laser. The main

issue arises from the fact that the spectroscope is collecting photons for the entire

exposure time that it observes a given part of the sky. A singular laser pulse which is not

sustained over the minutes of exposure time may quickly be drowned by photons from

all the other sources which the telescope accumulates during that time. Therefore,

ostensibly any laser we receive would have to be continuously transmitting over the

entire course of the exposure time–which may push the Megawatt threshold to the edge

of technological feasibility.[28.]

However, there is a way to circumvent this problem: instead of continuous wave lasers,

ET civilizations could use lasers which send out multiple singular pulses at regular

intervals over the course of the exposure time, with short enough time between each

pulse, the spectroscope will end up receiving an amount of photons approximating a

continuous beam laser. This is quantitatively expressed in EQ 13 derived by Tellis and

Marcy, displayed below:
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(EQ 13)

This allows for a series of pulses to approximate a continuous beam laser, effectively

placing a megawatt power interstellar laser within current day human technological

capabilities. [30.]

There’s another factor to consider in these estimates. Specifically, interstellar dust may

scatter or block some of the laser’s light as it travels from the source transmitter to the

receiving telescope on Earth, depending on the transmitter’s position relative to the

galactic center and also its distance from Earth. Hippke et. al. attempted to examine the

numerous factors which may affect a laser’s detectability over interstellar distances, and

in the process directly addressed the question of extinction by interstellar dust. Using

three major Optical SETI searches done prior to the study, Hippke et. al. generated a

sample set of stellar distances and galactic latitudes. They then correlated those with

other datasets which allowed them to quantify the overall dimming due to the interstellar

medium at those respective distances and latitudes–in terms of astronomical

magnitude. Subsequently, they converted the losses in astronomical magnitudes to a

new variable, (SE), or the fraction of photons which survive their trip through the

interstellar medium to be detectable by a telescope on Earth.[41.]
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The result of Hippke et. al’s efforts are shown in Figure 21 below:

Figure 21: Fraction of photons which survive the interstellar medium (SE) as a function

of wavelength, each curve representing a different range of distances in parsecs (pc).

[34.]

Overall, Hippke et. al found that at for optical lasers at distances , interstellar

dust starts to have an appreciable effect on the photons received ( ). At

distances the dust extinction levels become an order of magnitude

problem, to the point where optical lasers may not be detectable without extreme power

requirements on the part of the sender. [41.]

Thankfully, as shown in Section 2a Figure 1,  a majority of stars in this survey are less

than 1 KPC away, with many of them less than 300 pc away and comfortably in the
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range where interstellar extinction would not have a significant effect. However, it should

be noted that the sample of stars used in Hippke et. al’s studies are all from surveys

done at latitudes either near the equator (in Hawaii), or in the Northern Hemisphere. By

contrast, the stars in this survey are all in the Southern Hemisphere, and our stars may

have different galactic latitudes than the ones used in the studies by Hippke et al. So

although Hippke et. al’s work can be considered a useful guideline, interstellar dust

remains  a factor to be mindful of when considering how powerful a laser a search of

this sensitivity could detect and potentially a question which can be addressed at

greater depth in future research (see Section 4d.). [41.]

2E. Scaling the Problem: ”The Broad Search” and “The Deep Search”

Having tested and refined the algorithm, as well as developed a toolkit to investigate

candidate signals for false positives, the next immediate question was how to scale the

search. Our initial test run of the algorithm on every observation of the first 100 stars in

the target list revealed that even when setting the threshold as high as 3.5 sigma above

the local median and even after training the algorithm to ignore common wavelengths

associated with night sky airglow lines, approximately 10% of observations yielded at

least one candidate. This led to a conundrum. If we assume the first 100 stars to be a

representative example, searching all 212,000 observations of all 2821 stars would

leave us with approximately 21,200 candidate signals to manually investigate. This was

far more candidate signals than we could possibly hope to follow up within the time

allotted in a year-long undergraduate thesis project. There was the possibility of simply

raising the threshold to lower the number of candidate signals, but that would require us
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to compromise the sensitivity of the search in a way which would undermine the

fundamental scientific goal.

Therefore, the project bifurcated into two parallel complementary operations,

respectively dubbed “The Broad Search” and “The Deep Search”. The “Broad Search”

represents a self contained search program–in other words, one where every candidate

signal could feasibly be investigated by the end of the year. It constitutes a search of

one single observation from each of the 2821 target stars in the survey.

Subsequently, we investigate each candidate signal generated by that search down to

analyzing the raw CCD images, carefully denoting the likeliest explanations for each

one and building a compendium of investigated signals.  We also sort the signals into

categories. The categories are not meant as definitive explanations. Rather, they allow

the signals to be sorted based on priority (how anomalous/interesting a given signal is),

as well as the next likeliest prosaic explanation for that signal. For example, a signal

which initially seems likeliest to be a natural stellar emission line would require a

different follow up investigation to confirm or reject its most obvious natural hypothesis

than a signal likeliest to be a cosmic ray.

The Broad Search would be effective at detecting a laser beacon which is always on, a

lighthouse-like constant signal. Therefore, the Broad Search can be treated as its own

self contained SETI program, specifically searching for beacons which are continuously

beamed/always on. More intermittent sources may be found by the complementary
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Deep Search, which covers every observation of  every star as opposed to just one

from each–though the follow up investigation on any Deep Search candidates not

covered by the broad search is a problem left for future research (see Section 4a).

While the follow up work from the broad search was under way, the initial automated

component of the “Deep Search” took place simultaneously–done by processors while

the manual labor was spent on the Broad Search. Due to the amount of time required to

download the data, as well as the time it takes to analyze that volume, the “Deep

Search” takes advantage of a simple form of parallel computing. It is spread over 8

separate computers, each responsible for its respective portion of the total volume of

the data. Were a single computer to take on that entire dataset, it would take

months–but by splitting the burden across eight machines, it can be done in only a

couple weeks.

Part III: Results

3a.  Results from “The Broad Search” –Signal Categories and Examples:

When developing my classification system, I generally tried to make the categorization

more descriptive than explanation based. To counteract human bias and maintain a

level of explanatory flexibility, I attempted to make the categorization based on

phenomenological descriptions of what distinguished a given type of observation, rather

than title the classifications based on explanations which may prove false upon

subsequent investigation.
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They are listed below, along with representative example candidates for each category.

SIGNAL CLASSIFICATION 1: (MSCO)--Multiple Spike Clustered Observation

Prescriptive Characteristics: This classification specifically highlights candidates which

are one of at least four others in a given single observation. In other words,

observations which have a cluster of multiple potential signals (anywhere from 4 to, in

the most extreme case, 46).

Likeliest Explanation: A large cluster of detections in the same observation may be

characteristic of stellar emission lines–namely, that emission lines often occur in

“families” rather than in isolation. This in many respects correlates to the basic physics

behind how emission spectra are produced. As a general example of the

aforementioned physical principle, we can examine emission lines known to come from

the universe’s most fundamental element: hydrogen.
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Figure 22–An example of emission lines from the hydrogen atom. Notably, in each

window of wavelengths (Ultraviolet, Visible, and Infrared respectively), we observe a

“series” or family of atomic transitions corresponding to various from higher to lower

energy levels which an excited electron may jump.[42.]

As Figure 32 above demonstrates, hydrogen’s emission lines typically occur in “series”

or families rather than in isolation. This is because excited electrons in the orbitals

around the nucleus will jump from their excited state back down to a stable level/ground

state, releasing a photon of an energy equivalent to the difference between the two

energy levels. Due to the quantized nature of electron orbitals, the electrons

surrounding the hydrogen nucleus have a set “series” of possible transitions

corresponding to a set number of emission lines that would emanate from it.
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The mathematical relationship underlying these transitions is expressed in Equation 1

below:

(EQ 1)

Other elements also obey this principle, with emission lines occurring in clusters of

wavelengths determined by energy quantization and the overall profile of the electron

shell for that given atom.

This results in another criterion besides linewidth which can distinguish between natural

stellar emission lines and lasers: a natural stellar emission line is a lot less likely to

appear in isolation.

In a few rare cases, we were confronted with observations that contained clusters of

candidates–from 4 in a given observation all the way up to 46 in the most extreme

example. It is improbable that sufficient cosmic rays could happen to slice through the

spectral orders at sufficient energies to be flagged by the algorithm and appear in such

multitudes in a single observation. It is similarly improbable that we would see a single

star hosting such a massive flotilla of lasers aimed in the direction of the Earth.

However, clusters of lines are consistent with natural stellar emission phenomena,

potentially due to flaring activity in stellar coronas, making that the more parsimonious

hypothesis for this class of observations.
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Of course, this is not failproof, nor is this category meant as a definitive disposition. But

it does single out these observations for a different type of analysis than the rest, likely

line identification through matching with templates of each given spectral type (see

Section 4).

Representative Example:

From Star: Proxima Centauri

Figure 23: An example of a clustered observation which yielded 9 candidate signals.

Star: GJ551, Observation Date: 2019-05-11

In a prior Optical SETI survey of Proxima Centauri conducted to follow up a false alarm

radio signal emanating from the star later proven to be terrestrial interference[43.],

emissions at these wavelengths were definitively found to be a manifestation of flaring

activity, known to be a common occurrence for active red dwarfs.[29.]
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Figure 24: Three representative spectra of Proxima Centauri examined in Macy et. al’s

previous Optical SETI survey of the star, each representing the star in a different phase

of flaring. From top to bottom: non-flaring/calm, mildly flaring, and undergoing a

superflare.

Notably, these observations taken during flares show clusters of emission lines at the

same wavelengths as the observation detected by my algorithm, confirming that it was

indeed a probable observation of solar flaring generating natural stellar emission lines

and lending some weight to this as a category in the classification scheme.

SIGNAL CLASSIFICATION 2: (UWT)--Unambiguous Wormlike

Characteristics: This classification specifically highlights candidates whose raw CCD

images reveal a bright and/or unambiguous “worm” or track slicing through multiple

pixels. Tell-tale signatures include long, narrow tracks, often (but not always) appearing
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at an angle relative to whichever spectral order they slice through, or sometimes

appearing to have an almost zigzag-like shape (hence why I refer to them as

“wormlike”). In all cases, candidates in this category appear  to have some ‘spillover’--in

other words, the candidate signal activates CCD pixels which are not illuminated by the

starlight passing through the spectrometer, which demonstrates rather definitively that

they are not due to light passing through the aperture of the telescope.

Likeliest Explanation: Signals in this category perfectly match the qualities of a cosmic

ray, with little to no ambiguity.

Representative Examples:

From Star: K2-32

Figure 25: A representative example of a Category UWT candidate. Notably, the culprit

of the signal has all of the characteristics of a typical cosmic ray–a long diagonal track
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slicing through the spectral order and bleeding out into the spatial dimension of the

CCD. Star: K2-32, Observation Date: 2018-02-07

From Star: TYC5839-876-1

Figure 26–Another representative example of a typical UWT candidate.

Star: TYC5839-876-1, Observation Date: 2010-09-14

SIGNAL CLASSIFICATION 3: (ATS)--Ambiguous Tracklike Signature

Characteristics: Signals in this category share many characteristics with UWT

candidates–the long, narrow, almost wormlike profile, at times zig-zagging or slicing

through multiple pixels. However, there’s an important distinction: in these cases, the
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potential cosmic ray in question is entirely contained within the band of light originating

from the star–there is no ‘bleedthrough’ into the spatial dimension. These signals are

likely cosmic rays–but since both cosmic rays and lasers are likely to have a “long and

narrow” spectral profile, the distinction between cosmic rays with the unambiguous

signature of bleeding into the spatial dimension and signatures visually similar to cosmic

rays but perfectly contained in the spectral order was an important distinction to make.

Likeliest Explanation: Cosmic Rays

Representative Candidate:

From Star: HD14374

Figure 27–Representative example of an ATS candidate. Particularly noteworthy is the

long, narrow profile similar to that of a UWT candidate. However, the entire track is

contained within the spectral order, casting doubt on whether or not we can

unambiguously declare it resolved as a case of cosmic rays slicing through the CCD.
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Star: HD14374, Observation Date: 2006-07-30

CLASS 4: (CLBT)--Calibration Lamp Bleedthrough

Characteristics: The calibration lamp is turned on and especially bright at points–in

some cases, bright enough that light from it bleeds into the nearest spectral order at

spots suspiciously aligned with the wavelengths where we observe a spike.

Likeliest Explanation: Bleedthrough from the calibration lamp.

Representative Candidate:

From Star: HD127423
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Figure 28: A representative example of a CLBT (Calibration Lamp Bleedthrough)

candidate. Notably, surrounding the spectral location of the candidate are several

absorption lines–this likely results in a lowered threshold within that window of

wavelength, which in turn makes the bleedthrough from the lamp stand out as more

significant to the algorithm. Star: HD127423, Observation Date: 2013-06-01

CLASS 5: Unrejected Airglow (UA)

Characteristics: Candidates which appeared at or very close to wavelengths which the

algorithm was trained to ignore as commonly occurring night sky airglow lines.

Likeliest Explanation: There were some rare instances in which the wavelength filter did

not work exactly as planned and a few things which we later identified as night sky
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airglow lines crept through. This is probably due to the fact that in the paper which we

used as a source for the table of prohibited wavelengths, the wavelengths were given in

nanometers and potentially rounded up or down from their value in angstroms by some

amount. This aspect would be further exacerbated by the fact that the HARPS

spectroscope looks at wavelengths down to the resolution of 1/100th of an Angstrom,

meaning that night sky lines which happen to appear a few hundredths of an angstrom

off from the wavelengths which the algorithm is trained to ignore may still end up getting

flagged as candidate signals.

Representative Candidates:

Star: GJ513

Figure 29–a signature of night sky emission lines which passed through the algorithm’s

filters. Star: GJ513, Observation Date: 2015-08-14
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Notably, at first glance this candidate appears to have many of the features that would

make it a compelling candidate for a laser detection. There are two very narrow high

energy emission lines jutting out of two absorption features of the same element (in this

case, sodium). There are also no signs of cosmic rays in the raw image at those

locations. At first glance, all of this may appear to be compelling evidence of a techno

signature. One could envision a civilization attempting to make an especially noticeable

beacon by choosing to transmit at a wavelength where they know the star will have an

absorption feature, in turn allowing them to transmit at a location in the stellar spectrum

where there’s relatively lower flux stellar for the laser to compete with, allowing the

beacon to more easily outshine the star at that wavelength.

However, upon further investigation a far more mundane explanation emerges. The first

clue is that the two wavelengths of these emission lines and candidate “lasers” are

close to those listed by the algorithm as “prohibited wavelengths” known to correspond

to night sky emission lines. One occurs at  5889.45 Angstroms, suspiciously close to the

5890 Angstroms which is listed by the algorithm as a prohibited wavelength. The other

occurs at 5895.46 Angstroms, also suspiciously close to 5896 Angstroms (another

prohibited wavelength). The  second clue is that the bottom of each absorption feature

is slightly doppler shifted relative to the emission lines. Meanwhile, the emission lines

are not doppler shifted along with them. This, combined with their extreme relative

brightness, conforms to the hypothesis that the absorption features are originating from

the star while the emission lines are originating from within Earth’s atmosphere. All of
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these observations serve as evidence converging to a likely conclusion that these are

not extraterrestrial laser beacons strategically placed to outshine absorption features in

the stellar spectrum; rather, they appear to be night sky airglow lines which snuck past

the algorithm’s inbuilt defenses.

Upon realizing this, we widened the window of prohibited wavelengths by approximately

half an angstrom on either side before applying the algorithm to the Deep Search.

CLASS 6: Unexplained yet Fully Observed (UFO)

Characteristics: Not in or near any of the prohibited wavelengths, calibration lamp either

not on or not bright enough to bleed into the spectral order, no signature of a cosmic

ray, not in a cluster of many lines indicative of stellar activity…in other words, “none of

the above”.

Likeliest Explanation: Unknown–either genuine extraterrestrial lasers for

communication/lightsail propulsion/any myriad of other possible purposes,

anomalous/isolated natural stellar emission lines, or potentially another prosaic

phenomenon/instrumental artifact currently unaccounted for by this study. Regardless,

all candidates in this category warrant further study.

Representative Candidates:

From Star: HD104800
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Figure 30–Currently unexplained candidate signal. Star: HD104800, Observation Date:

2015-01-14

Although the calibration lamp is on, there does not appear to be any sign of

bleedthrough from the calibration lamp into the spectral order. Also notable is the

candidate signal appearing near a cluster of absorption features and being only slightly

above the stellar background. This is a pattern which appeared in several UFO Class

candidates, and which may be a pattern arising from a selection effect within the

algorithm. Specifically, absorption features would result in dips of flux which would lower

the running median within that region of wavelengths, in turn lowering the threshold

which is dependent on the running median (specifically, searching for pixels 3.5

standard deviations above it). This would lead to a selection effect such that any
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candidate signals at an intensity near the stellar background would inevitably be likelier

to be flagged by the algorithm if they occur near absorption features.

From Star: GJ722

Figure 31–Candidate signal with no signature of cosmic ray or of sufficiently bright

calibration lamp for bleedthrough. Candidate signal does not occur at wavelengths of

known night sky airglow lines. Star: GJ722, Observation Date: 2006-03-14

This candidate signal is only slightly above the stellar background–subtle enough that

upon zooming in on the spectral order in the raw ccd, the bright pixels corresponding to

it are barely distinguishable from their surroundings in the spectral order.

Another notable feature becomes apparent upon zooming into the reduced

spectrum–specifically, the emission line in question appears to be similar in width to

some of the surrounding absorption features. The combination of an emission line
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appearing nearly as broad as the absorption spectrum around it, as well as how it’s only

slightly above the stellar background, both suggest that this may be an example of a

rare stellar emission line which appears in isolation–if, like other stellar emission lines, it

does have companions or appear in a series, the others would have to be weak enough

for them not to be noticed by the algorithm. This signal may also be a good test case for

a potential future methodology for identifying stellar emission lines and separating them

out from lasers: a linewidth analysis comparing the doppler broadening in the emission

line to that of its surrounding absorption lines.

Figure 32–magnified view of the reduced spectrum. The linewidth of the emission line

appears similar to some of the neighboring absorption lines, which may point to a

potential method for identifying isolated natural stellar emission lines if indeed that’s

what this candidate signal proves to be.

From Star: TYC8233-68-1
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Figure 33–Arguably one of the most compelling candidates for a laser signal found so

far. Star: TYC8233-68-1, Observation Date: 2017-05-17

This signal remains one of the most interesting and enigmatic found by the project thus

far. One immediately apparent attribute is how bright it is compared to its surroundings.

The starlight near the emission feature in question indicates that within this spectral

region, the star’s own light is relatively weak/low energy and the spike peaks

significantly above it. Combined with the spike's narrow line profile and the fact that it

occurs in isolation, this candidate does not conform to expectations about the properties

of stellar emission lines. There is also no spillover from the stellar spectrum into the

surrounding spatial dimension of the CCD, or any other properties typical of a cosmic

ray, instead appearing in a way consistent with a bright source originating from outside
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of the instrument and being diffracted into the stellar spectral order by the instruments’

aperture. Additionally, because the calibration lamp was not on during this observation,

therefore there was no potential for bleedthrough. It did not occur at any wavelength

corresponding to the compendium of prohibited wavelengths known to be night sky

airglow lines.

Figure 34: UFO Class candidate from TYC8233-68-1. Zooming into both the raw CCD

and the reduced spectrum at the relevant wavelength reveals both a narrow line profile

and a distinct lack of any typical signatures of a cosmic ray, which marks this as one of

the most interesting candidates found so far.

3b. Constructing a Decision Tree

To guide future research efforts, it’s important to codify the specific criterion used to sort

the candidate signals into the various categories into a decision tree which can be

readily applicable to other datasets within the HARPS archive which may be worthy of

future investigation (see Section 4b). Toward that end, a complete decision tree

displaying the underlying process behind my categorization scheme is included below.
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Figure 35–Decision tree for categorization of signals during follow-up

analysis/investigation.

3c. Results: Overall Statistics

Of the 2,821 observations/spectra analyzed during The Broad Search, 294 candidate

signals were found.

Of these candidate signals, the percentage in the MSCO category:
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Notably, these clustered emission lines showed up in only 10 observations from 10

stars. Therefore:

As we found in our initial trial search of 100 stars, cosmic rays continued to be a

persistent source of false positives, with 87 candidates in the UWT category and 53 in

the ATS category.

Meaning that the overall percentage of probable cosmic ray based false positives

becomes:

Night sky lines which managed to evade the wavelength filter were relatively rare, with

only 9 signals in the UA category.

Calibration lamp bleedthrough was the rarest category, with only 7 cases of it in the

dataset.
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There were 52 UFO (Unexplained yet Fully Observed) candidates, marking a total

percentage of:

Notably, if we consider the question of how common “UFO” Class signals are not just in

the sample set of candidate signals, but in the overall dataset of observations which we

surveyed over the course of the broad search, we find this percentage to be a lot

smaller. We find that on average:

For a graphical representation of these results, see Figure 36 on the next page.

Figure 36: Percentage of each class of signal within the candidates analyzed over the

course of The Broad Search.
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Notably, given the fact that MSCO observations contain a multitude of candidates, they

can skew the overall percentages. There were 87 MSCO candidates from only 10

observations of 10 stars–which implies that such clustered emissions are a definite

concern for future surveys. Developing more tools to identify them is a top priority going

forward. (See Section 4c.).

3d. The Deep Search: Results So Far

As of writing this document, The Deep Search is ongoing–so it should be noted that any

results recorded here are preliminary. At the automated stage, only 2 of the 6

classifications can be properly investigated in any meaningful capacity: CLASS MSCO

and CLASS UA. With regards to CLASS UA, I used results from the Broad Search to

inform the algorithm and widened the window of forbidden wavelengths by half an

angstrom either end. Notably, after expanding the windows of the forbidden

wavelengths by half an angstrom, candidates at the forbidden wavelength are no longer

being flagged by the algorithm–meaning that the UA category may not ultimately apply

to results from the Deep Search. Regarding Class MSCO, at the automated stage which

the search is currently in, the signals are currently sorted into two categories: MSCO

and “Other”. Said “Other” can only be sorted into the remaining 4 categories (UWT, ATS,

CLBT and UFO) once the raw CCD images have been directly visually inspected, which

remains a problem for future followup efforts beyond the scope of this thesis (see

Section 4b).
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So far, the Deep Search has found 2,077 MSCO candidates. Additionally, it's also found

3,820 under the category “other”. Notably, there are less MSCO observations than there

are “other”, supporting the notion that the unusually high percentage of them found in

The Broad Search was simply a case of the numbers being skewed rather than any

broadly applicable information on how common MSCO signals are. However, they do

appear to be common enough to appear nearly as often as all other categories of

signals.

It is expected that there will be many more signals to investigate as the Deep Search

continues to cycle through the data.

3e. Conclusions and Implication

The goal of this study was to search the HARPS archive for signatures of laser

communications from Extra Terrestrial Intelligence. We approached this goal by dividing

the project  into 3 separate search programs. The first, dubbed “The 100 Star Search”

was an preliminary attempt to gauge how frequently the algorithm found candidate

signals and develop a comprehensive set of tools to carry out followup investigations on

each of them.

The other two are not preliminary, and rather constitute their own complete SETI search

programs–albeit ones which each address two separate strategies to approach the

problem. The Broad Search is designed to find lighthouse beacons that are

omnipresent, while The Deep Search is designed to detect signals which may be more
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intermittent. The Broad Search is complete in the sense that all candidates have been

fully investigated and placed through the proper categorization system–so of the three

searches, I will mainly focus on the conclusions and implications I can draw from the

results of the Broad Search.

First, it’s worth noting that in many ways the results of the Broad Search aligned with

expectations set by other studies of this nature, particularly with regard to the types of

false positives and their relative abundance in the final sample. One prediction which

proved true was the high proportion of cosmic rays, with 47.6 % of the candidates falling

into the UWT or ATS category. A less expected finding was abundance of MDCO

candidates, suggesting that large clusters of emission lines are a relatively common

occurrence. Calibration lamp bleedthrough proved to be the rarest class of signal, only

comprising 2.4% of candidates.

However, the most important implications emerge from the final category–the

unknowns. It’s still premature to state that the broad search actually found any

extraterrestrial technosignatures. Several of the candidates in the unexplained category

may be isolated stellar emission lines, or stellar emission lines which did occur in a

cluster but one in which most of its neighboring spikes did not have sufficient energy to

rise above the threshold.

Others may have prosaic explanations which I did not know about and so did not

account for when constructing my decision tree. In a way, the Search for Extraterrestrial
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technosignatures is ultimately a search for “none of the above”--a search for

phenomena which cannot be adequately explained in any terms other than an artificial

and non-terrestrial origin. But there is always the difficulty that when searching for none

of the above, there may be alternative hypotheses which were not known at the time.

Assuming that you know “all of the above '' well enough to recognize “none of the

above” when you see it is a potential pitfall.

Yet it remains the case that 17.7% of candidate signals do not show any visual

signature of being cosmic rays or appear at wavelengths of common night sky emission

lines. They also do not appear to be caused by bleedthrough from the calibration lamp,

and appear in isolation rather than clusters indicative of a series of stellar emission

lines. Does that imply that this project may have detected the first signatures of

intelligent extraterrestrial life? It is far too premature to state one way or the other. If any

of these are lasers, the fact that it was picked up in a search which focused on a single

observation from each star implies either extraordinary coincidence in the case of

intermittent signals or the existence of beacons continuously beaming lasers in our

direction at a constant rate. Either of those scenarios would have far reaching

implications.

As of now, all which can be stated is that within the auspices of the broad search is that

we have not ruled out the possibility of a continuously beamed “always on” beacon for

17.7% of stars covered by the search. To either rule it out for those stars or potentially
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confirm it, we will need more data and a more robust set of methodological tools. Ideas

for what forms some of those may take are explained in Part IV below.

Part IV: Future Research

Though the self-contained portion of this project chronicled in this thesis document may

be finished, the research itself is far from over. In every meaningful sense, what has

been described here is only the beginning of something much larger, the foundation for

many avenues of inquiry which I am planning to explore in the future. The following

sections will detail concepts for these future research projects and how they will

complement and expand upon the work I have already done.

4a. Following Up the Broad Search

One of the most fundamental criterion within SETI is that  like any scientific endeavor,

the results should be reproducible/repeatable so as to rule out the possibility that it’s

due to instrumental error–though this is a challenge since SETI involves the behavior of

intelligent beings, something inherently less predictable than natural phenomena.

Therefore, one question underlying any SETI survey is whether or not a candidate

signal repeats. If it does, that increases the likelihood that it is of genuine ETI origin.

However, if it is not repeatedly observed that does not necessarily mean the signal is

without value for SETI research–a genuinely unexplained but non repeating signal might

still single a star out as a good target for follow up observations.
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Regardless, one of the most important questions which must be addressed about all

“Unexplained yet Fully Observed” signals found in “The Broad Search” is whether or not

said signals repeat. Some of these UFO signals may simply be random cosmic rays that

were “in the right place at the right time”: these will not appear on subsequent

observations.  All stars in the Broad Search which yielded unexplained candidates will

be scanned for every subsequent observation to see if the candidate signal appears

again.

Also, each one will be subject to further follow up investigation in which we will attempt

to gather as much information as possible on the signals and find out if there are any

prosaic/natural explanations we did not initially consider during our first run of the broad

search–whether that be unaccounted for instrumental artifacts, stellar emission lines,

etc.

4b. Following Up/Completing the Deep Search

The Deep Search will surely generate many intriguing candidate signals that the Broad

Search missed. Therefore, another priority will be to complete and follow up the Deep

Search. There are likely to be far more candidate signals than would be possible to

follow up manually–so an important caveat to this is that for such an effort to be

feasible, we will have to automate more aspects of the follow up investigation process.

Two such potential methods for automating the follow-up investigation process and thus

allowing for larger search efforts are outlined in the next two sections.
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4c. Future Methodologies for Identifying Natural Stellar Emission Lines

Given the prevalence of MSCO Class observations, another valuable tool for future

research is developing more efficient methods of identifying natural stellar emission

lines. One utility which may be especially useful for this purpose is STAR_MELT, a

python package initially developed to study stellar accretion disks, but ultimately widely

applicable to studying natural stellar emission lines in general.[44.] STAR_MELT is

capable of identifying stellar emission lines by matching them to template spectra of

each spectral type. It can also be used to find the doppler shifts of spectral lines.[45.]

Many of these functions initially created to study natural stellar emission lines could be

repurposed to differentiate them from candidate laser signals.

Another potential methodology could be linewidth analysis of absorption features near a

given emission line, particularly comparing said absorption linewidths with the emission

linewidths. If the emission line has a similar linewidth profile to the absorption features

around it, that could be evidence that the emission is from the stellar activity rather than

from a laser which could be used to identify it as such.

4d. Machine Learning for Cosmic Rays and Lower Threshold Searches

A large proportion of the candidates found in this survey are cosmic rays, and review of

the literature reveals them to be a common source of false positives throughout many

Optical SETI surveys. Both in this project and in previous ones like it [28.][29.][30.] cosmic

rays could only be discerned from potentially genuine signatures of lasers by directly

visually inspecting the raw CCD image and searching for the tracks left behind by the
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cosmic rays by eye. Ostensibly, our plotting utility streamlines this process–but once we

consider a search which is likely to produce on the order of 10^4 candidates (in the case

of The Deep Search), it quickly becomes an intractable problem.

However, one potential solution is machine learning and image recognition. In particular,

a machine learning algorithm should be capable of sifting out candidates in the UWT

(Unambiguous Wormlike Track) Classification–it could be trained to search for

energized/hot pixels lying outside of a given band of stellar light/bleeding into the spatial

dimension of the CCD.

It should be noted that machine learning is far from infallible.  It lacks some of the

intuition which a human analyst can use to generate hypotheses about potential

explanations for a given candidate signal. It can also be less transparent than a human

analyst–after all, one cannot ask a machine learning algorithm to explain its thought

process. However, for unambiguous cases of cosmic rays (UWTs) with bleedthrough

into the CCD-spectral dimension, a machine learning algorithm may be very helpful.

Particularly, if the machine learning algorithm can be trained to discard cosmic rays

without discarding potential lasers, it could be widely applicable not only to this survey

but to others like it, and also may allow for more sensitive searches at lower thresholds.

4e. Further Addressing the Problem of Interstellar Dust

Another good question to investigate further is the issue of interstellar dust and its

effects on the power thresholds which lasers must meet to be detectable by the
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algorithm. Though Hippke et. al already investigated the question [41.], a useful followup

effort would be to see if the HARPS sample includes stars not just of similar spectral

types and distances to the sample sets used by Hippke et. al, but also galactic latitudes.

If they are not of the same galactic latitudes, it may be possible to discern the

interstellar dust extinction levels by cross correlating with maps of interstellar dust.

4f. Expanding the Project into a Large Scale Collaboration with the Scientific

Community

My ultimate goal is to extend this research project into a larger collaboration and dialog

with the scientific community. Unlike lasers, ideas and knowledge do not travel well in a

vacuum…so I hope that communicating this work to a variety of scientific minds will help

me refine it and in doing so bring us all a little closer to the truth.
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Appendix I: A Table of Every UFO CLASS Candidate

Star Observation Date Reduced
Spectrum File

Wavelength
(Angstroms)

Spectral  Type

BD-194341 2015-07-20 ADP.2015-07-20T
23_55_27.717.fits

6693.13 K0IV

CD-312415 2017-09-24 ADP.2017-09-25T
01_01_22.704.fits

3837.14 N/A*

CoRoT-22 2010-06-07 ADP.2014-09-24T
09_42_14.633.fits

6864.20 G8V

CoRoT104620638 2013-06-29 ADP.2014-10-06T
10_06_15.807.fits

6863.96 N/A*

GJ234 2013-03-05 ADP.2014-10-06T
10_06_15.807.fits

3905.7 M4.5V

GJ234 2013-03-05 ADP.2014-10-06T
10_06_15.807.fits

4233.36 M4.5V

GJ234 2013-03-05 ADP.2014-10-06T
10_06_15.807.fits

4376.13 M4.5V

GJ317 2012-11-15 ADP.2014-09-26T
16_54_08.527.fits

4085.44 M3.5V

GJ3200 2015-09-17 ADP.2015-09-18T
02_00_45.403.fits

6717.03 G3V

GJ3436 2012-11-27 ADP.2014-09-26T
16_52_13.597.fits

6136.16 G7VFe-1.5

GJ3746 2006-03-17 ADP.2014-09-16T
11_06_05.320.fits

6484.549 G5V

GJ4291 2005-07-20 ADP.2014-10-02T
10_02_27.423.fits

3841.74 K3V

GJ472 2016-03-10 ADP.2016-03-11T
01_03_05.797.fits

5972.52 K1V

GJ493 2013-02-04 ADP.2014-10-06T
10_07_39.520.fits

6473.91 K5.5V

GJ571 2013-04-30 ADP.2014-10-06T
10_03_44.667.fits

4030.93 K6.5Vk

GJ624 2014-09-16 ADP.2014-09-16T
11_05_38.183.fits

5465.18 F9V

GJ722 2006-03-14 ADP.2014-09-16T 6011.96 G6V
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11_04_49.937.fits

GJ9075 2015-09-17 ADP.2015-09-18T
02_00_45.353.fits

6294.7 F8V

GJ9201 2019-10-18 ADP.2019-10-19T
01_13_35.601.fits

3993.46 M2.5V

GJ9322 2006-04-09 ADP.2014-09-16T
11_05_39.713.fits

6850.47 G3/5V

HD104800 2015-01-14 ADP.2015-01-14T
22_55_26.617.fits

6212.84 G3V

HD127423 2013-06-01 ADP.2014-10-06T
10_06_38.740.fits

5732.93 G0V

HD128207 2015-01-21 ADP.2015-01-21T
22_55_25.060.fits

4252.94 B8V

HD134088 2016-03-15 ADP.2016-03-16T
01_03_02.913.fits

6826.23 G2/3(V)

HD138403 2006-03-24 ADP.2014-09-16T
11_08_01.163.fits

6355.8 O8(f)ep

HD145689 2006-05-21 ADP.2014-09-16T
11_07_31.743.fits

6225.54 A3V

HD147644 2015-04-19 ADP.2015-04-19T
23_55_29.777.fits

5937.49 F8V

HD149933 2005-05-14 ADP.2014-10-02T
09_59_49.660.fits

5794.54 K0V

HD157060 2015-04-19 ADP.2015-04-19T
23_55_29.843.fits

6650.82 F9V

HD112109 2018-04-21 ADP.2018-04-22T
01_05_18.990.fits

4840.94 F0V

HD184711 2008-09-20 ADP.2014-09-18T
12_12_35.450.fits

6017.72 G5wA/F

HD186194 2013-06-01 ADP.2014-10-06T
10_05_49.773.fits

5733.43 G3V

HD186194 2013-06-01 ADP.2014-10-06T
10_05_49.773.fits

5817.84 G3V

HD205289 2004-09-22 ADP.2014-10-01T
10_23_30.380.fits

6687.43 F5VFe-0.8CH-
0.4

HD221503 2005-08-18 ADP.2014-10-02T
10_03_45.573.fits

4026.35 K6V
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HD39091 2019-04-27 ADP.2019-04-29T
01_13_20.753.fits

5925.82 G5V

HD43940 2006-09-11 ADP.2014-09-16T
11_03_59.207.fits

5422.82 K3V

HD47186 2016-01-13 ADP.2016-01-14T
01_02_41.440.fits

6650.75 G5V

HD56413 2015-11-12 ADP.2015-11-13T
02_00_39.843.fits

6769.09 G0V

HD68284 2013-11-29 ADP.2014-10-06T
10_07_27.840.fits

6715.78 G8/K0V

HD71479 2006-01-24 ADP.2014-09-16T
11_05_01.773.fits

6833.37 ApEuSr

HD90926 2007-02-10 ADP.2014-09-17T
11_20_53.173.fits

6274.12 G6V

HD96423 2012-05-01 ADP.2014-09-26T
16_53_25.460.fits

6121.38 G5V

HD96673 2006-01-28 ADP.2014-09-16T
11_06_51.280.fits

3931.31 K3+V

HD98248 2005-05-16 ADP.2014-10-02T
09_59_24.957.fits

6763.27 G0

HIP115332 2006-07-30 ADP.2014-09-16T
11_04_08.553.fits

4854.75 M3.5Ve

HIP59341 2013-06-01 ADP.2014-10-06T
10_04_35.730.fits

4042.84 G5V

HIP87607 2012-10-22 ADP.2014-09-26T
16_52_17.823.fits

5817.059 M0V

HD77191 2004-11-23 ADP.2014-10-01T
10_21_26.480.fits

6445.04 ApSrEu(Cr)

TYC6296-1556-1 2014-06-24 ADP.2014-10-07T
08_33_42.050.fits

6712.83 N/A

TYC6822-2535-1 2017-10-11 ADP.2017-10-12T
01_06_29.436.fits

6341.24 N/A

TYC8233-68-1 2017-05-17 ADP.2017-05-18T
01_01_33.984.fits

5651.96 N/A
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Appendix II: Core Algorithms Used in the Search
1. Running Median and Running Standard Deviation:

def running_median(arr1, window_size):
fluxes = np.array(arr1)
median_iterations = len(arr1) - window_size + 1
running_median = []
for i in range(0, median_iterations):

start = i
end = i + window_size
running_median.append(np.median(fluxes[start:end]))

return(running_median)

def running_standarddev(arr1, stwindow):
import numpy as np
fluxes = np.array(arr1)
standard_iterations = len(arr1) - stwindow + 1
running_stdeviation = []
for i in range(0, standard_iterations):

start = i
end = i + stwindow
running_stdeviation.append(np.std(fluxes[start:end]))

return(running_stdeviation)

2. The Spike Searcher algorithm, with filters for night sky airglow lines and
intermediate pixel count for sifting out cosmic rays:

def seti_spike_searcher(arr1, min_count = 4, max_count =
60, threshold_multiplier = 3.5, stwindow = 101, window_size
= 101):

continuum = running_median(arr1, window_size)
count = 0 #we set the count variable
import numpy as np
flux_threshold = np.array(running_standarddev(arr1,

stwindow)) * (threshold_multiplier)
hits_start = []
hits_end = []
intermediate_counts = []
prohibited_wavelengths = list(range(179450, 179650)) +

list(range(251750, 251950)) + list(range(210750, 210950)) +
list(range(258150, 258350)) + list(range(141550, 141750)) +
list(range(141750, 141950)) + list(range(211350, 211550))

for i in range(50,len(continuum) - 50):
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if arr1[i] >= continuum[i - 50] +
flux_threshold[i - 50]:

count += 1
else:

if (count >= min_count) and (count <=
max_count):

if i not in prohibited_wavelengths:
cosmic_ray_start = (i-count) - 5

#The algorithm is trained to search it's immediate
'neighborhood' of pixels, hence why we expand the

cosmic_ray_end = i + 5
peaky =

arr1[cosmic_ray_start:cosmic_ray_end] -
continuum[(cosmic_ray_start - 50):(cosmic_ray_end - 50)]

intermediate_count = 0
top_threshold = (np.amax(peaky) *

(0.7))
bottom_threshold = (np.amax(peaky)

* (0.2))
for j in range(0, len(peaky)):

if peaky[j] <= top_threshold
and peaky[j] >= bottom_threshold:

intermediate_count += 1
if intermediate_count != 0:

hits_start.append(i-count)
hits_end.append(i)

intermediate_counts.append(intermediate_count)
count = 0

print(hits_start, hits_end, intermediate_counts)
return hits_start, hits_end, intermediate_counts

3. Plotting Utilities:
For both looking at the spectrum close up, and looking at a wide window of the
general spectrum of the star:

def zoomout_spike_plotter(file, window_size = 101, stwindow =
101, threshold_multiplier = 5, spectral_start = 1000,
spectral_end = 2000): #Where "spectral window" is

from matplotlib import pyplot as plt
from astropy.io import fits
fits_file = fits.open(file)
spectral_data = fits_file[1].data
wave = spectral_data[0][0]
arr1 = spectral_data[0][1]
arr2 = spectral_data[0][2]
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continuum = running_median(arr1,window_size)
zoomoutstart_index = (spectral_start - 1000)
zoomoutend_index = (spectral_end + 1000)
threshold = continuum + np.array(running_standarddev(arr1,

stwindow)) * threshold_multiplier
plt.plot(wave[zoomoutstart_index:zoomoutend_index],

arr1[zoomoutstart_index:zoomoutend_index],'.-',
wave[zoomoutstart_index:zoomoutend_index],
continuum[(zoomoutstart_index - 50):(zoomoutend_index - 50)],
wave[zoomoutstart_index:zoomoutend_index],
threshold[(zoomoutstart_index - 50):(zoomoutend_index - 50)])

plt.savefig(str(file[48:]) + "zoom_out" + ".png")
zoominstart_index = (spectral_start - 100)
zoominend_index = (spectral_end + 100)
plt.plot(wave[zoominstart_index:zoominend_index],

arr1[zoominstart_index:zoominend_index],'.-',
wave[zoominstart_index:zoominend_index],
continuum[(zoominstart_index - 50):(zoominend_index - 50)],
wave[zoominstart_index:zoominend_index],
threshold[(zoominstart_index - 50):(zoominend_index - 50)])

plt.savefig(str(file[48:]) + "zoom_in" + ".png")

def zoomin_spike_plotter(file, window_size = 101, stwindow =
101, threshold_multiplier = 5, spectral_start = 1000,
spectral_end = 2000, cosmic_ray_multiplier = 0.5): #Where
"spectral window" is

from matplotlib import pyplot as plt
from astropy.io import fits
fits_file = fits.open(file)
spectral_data = fits_file[1].data
wave = spectral_data[0][0]
arr1 = spectral_data[0][1]
arr2 = spectral_data[0][2]
continuum = running_median(arr1,window_size)
threshold = continuum + np.array(running_standarddev(arr1,

stwindow)) * threshold_multiplier
zoominstart_index = (spectral_start - 100)
zoominend_index = (spectral_end + 100)
plt.plot(wave[zoominstart_index:zoominend_index],

arr1[zoominstart_index:zoominend_index],'.-',
wave[zoominstart_index:zoominend_index],
continuum[(zoominstart_index - 50):(zoominend_index - 50)],
wave[zoominstart_index:zoominend_index],
threshold[(zoominstart_index - 50):(zoominend_index - 50)])

plt.savefig(str(file[48:]) + "zoom_in" + ".png")
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For following up cosmic rays:

def find_order(lamb):  # lamb in nanometers
# Scan through wavelength list, find the index of the first

start/end pair that straddles lamb
ix = np.where([lamb > start and lamb < end for (start,end)

in zip(start_wavelength,end_wavelength)])[0][0]
if (lamb < 531): # Use "Linda", fits image #1

ccd=1
starty = y_spectral_locations[ix]+25  # Orders are

offset from what's claimed on
endy = y_spectral_locations[ix]+125   #

https://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/lasilla/instruments/harps/ins
t/spec_form.html.

else: # use "Jasmin", fits image #2
ccd=2
starty = y_spectral_locations[ix]  # Different offsets

for the two chips
endy = y_spectral_locations[ix]+100

return(ccd,starty,endy,
start_wavelength[ix],end_wavelength[ix])]

def
compare_spec_to_raw(specfilename,rawfilename,lamb,countmin=-1,co
untmax=-1):
# Open spectral and raw image files

specfits = fits.open(specfilename)
rawfits = fits.open(rawfilename)
wave = specfits[1].data[0][0]
arr1 = specfits[1].data[0][1]

# Find the spectral order for the desired wavelength so we can
look at the right part of the CCD

(ccd,starty,endy,lam_start,lam_end) = find_order(lamb)
im = rawfits[ccd].data

# Subplot: Upper panel shows spectrum, lower panel shows CCD
image

plt.subplot(2,1,1)
if (countmin==-1):

countmin = np.mean(arr1)-2*np.std(arr1)  # Try to make
plot axis limits reasonable based on range of data

countmax = np.mean(arr1)+6*np.std(arr1)
plt.plot(wave,arr1)
plt.plot([lamb*10, lamb*10],[countmin, countmax],':')  #

Plot a dotted line showing the location of our spike
plt.xlim(lam_start*10+1,lam_end*10)  # nanometers to

angstroms
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plt.xlabel("Wavelength (Angstroms)")
plt.ylim([countmin,countmax])
plt.subplot(2,1,2)

plt.imshow(im.transpose(),vmin=countmin+np.min(im),vmax=countmax
+np.min(im),aspect="auto")

plt.xlim(160,4096)
plt.xlabel("CCD pixels")
plt.gca().invert_xaxis()  # CCD image has wavelength in

reverse order
plt.ylim(starty,endy)
plt.show()

The project’s Github and the ongoing development of code for the next phases of the
project can be accessed here:
spacetraveller42/optical_seti (github.com)
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